Motions in the British House of Commons as a Response to Electoral Vulnerability". The first section demonstrates that members who introduce more EDMs are mentioned in more newspaper articles about EDMs, implying that EDMs are successful in generating publicity. The second section compares the hierarchical negative binomial hurdle model to other common models for count data.
1
EDMs. This database, while by no means comprehensive, has significant coverage of both national and regional newspapers during the 2005-2010 Parliament. As a result, the analysis of media coverage is restricted to that time period.
As an example of the utility of EDMs as publicity generators, consider the record of Stephen Williams, a Liberal Democrat MP first elected in 2005 from the Bristol West constituency with an electoral margin of 8.9%. During his first term in Parliament, he introduced 36 EDMs. In each case, he issued a press release announcing the EDM, which was also posted on his website. These EDMs generated 13 articles in the Bristol Evening Post, the local newspaper for his constituency.
1 Many of these articles carried flattering headlines:
"MP urges ministers to rethink barrage" (March 30, 2006) ; "Talented opera star Paul wins MP's praise" (June 23, 2007) ; and "MP's plea on Bristol rail services" (March 10, 2009 ). In most cases, the introduction of the EDM was the focus of the article.
To determine whether the news coverage received by Williams is typical for other MPs, article counts are analyzed using a Bayesian linear regression model with standard reference priors in MCMCpack (Martin, Quinn, and Park 2012) . Article counts were obtained from the Lexis-Nexis database of British newspapers by searching for each members' name and "early day motion" or "EDM" in the same sentence, which produced a total of 3,400 hits. in which an MP is mentioned by name in connection with an EDM. In other words, EDMs were a successful method for members to obtain media coverage.
The data suggests partisan differences in the rate at which EDMs translate into media coverage. Holding the number of EDMs constant, Conservative MPs were mentioned in fewer articles than members of other parties. This difference could stem from a number of factors. Conservative MPs may come from constituencies that are underrepresented in the Lexis-Nexis database, they may be less effective at translating EDM sponsorship into media coverage, or the topics of the EDMs that they introduce may simply be less newsworthy.
Regardless, this partisan difference suggests that EDMs are less useful to Conservatives than to members of other parties.
2. COMPARING MODELS FOR EDM DATA
As discussed in the article, the EDM sponsorship data has several important characteristics that affect the choice of statistical model. The outcome of interest in this study, the number of EDMs introduced by a particular member of Parliament over the course of one parliamentary session, is a count variable with: (1) significant overdispersion; (2) an excess of zero counts due in part to parliamentary conventions regarding the behavior of ministers; and (3) repeated observations on the same individuals. To address these issues, the article analyzes EDM sponsorship counts using the repeated-measures negative binomial hurdle model proposed by Min and Agresti (2005) . This section compares the results from this model with those from standard models used to analyze count data in political science.
The workhorse model for overdispersed count data is the negative binomial model (Cameron and Trivedi 1986; King 1989b) . By breaking the link between the mean and variance of count data, it allows for the amount of overdispersion to be estimated from the data. Overdispersion is nearly always present in political science data, due to positive correlation between the events making up the count, unobserved heterogeneity in the units, or other factors. Of note for this analysis, as overdispersion increases for a fixed mean, the number of zeros counts will generally increase as well. Conversely, if there are excess zeros in the data, the amount of overdispersion will be overestimated in a standard negative binomial model. Several models are available when excessive zeros are suspected in the data. Hurdle models (Mullahy 1986; King 1989a ) separate the analysis into two stages. The first stage estimates the probability that at least one event occurs, while the second estimates the mean count of events conditional on at least one event occurring. In contrast, zero-inflated models (Lambert 1992) assume that some zeros result from the main data-generating process while others are excess, producing a mixture model for zero count observations. While these two modeling approaches rest on two different theoretical assumptions about the source of excess zeros in the data, they often produce very similar results for the average number of events 4 conditional on the covariates (Zorn 1998) . Since a majority of the zero counts in the data come from members who are prevented from sponsoring EDMs by parliamentary convention or who fail to introduce any EDMs in the life of a given parliament, the hurdle model provides a more straight-forward representation of the data.
Finally, Min and Agresti (2005) propose models for count data with excess zeros in cases where the data involves repeated observations on the same units. These models introduce correlated unit-specific random effects into both the zero and count components of hurdle or zero-inflated count models. As such, these models allow for correlation between observations at both levels of the model. The hierarchical negative binomial hurdle version of this model is the principal model used in this article. Re-analysis using the hierarchical zero-inflated negative binomial model produces virtually identical substantive results.
The results of the three models are shown in Table 2 . Model 1 presents the results of the standard negative binomial model. Model 2 presents the negative binomial hurdle model, while Model 3 repeats the results from the hierarchical negative binomial hurdle model shown in Table 2 of the article. Each model includes the interaction term between electoral margin and year. All three models were estimated in a Bayesian framework using the same priors described in the article as appropriate for each model. Given the nature of the priors used, however, the posterior means and standard deviations for Models 1 and 2 are virtually identical to point estimates and standard errors generated when those models are estimated using maximum likelihood estimation.
The results from the standard negative binomial model show the large negative effect of government membership on EDM sponsorship as expected due to parliamentary norms.
Model 1 also shows that Liberal Democrats introduce more EDMs and Conservatives introduce fewer EDMs than Labour. The results for electoral margin, on the other hand, are quite different than the results presented in the article, with a main effect estimate that is negative but small in magnitude and a positive interaction term with year. Taken together, these estimates would imply a weakening relationship between EDM sponsorship and electoral vul-5 Posterior mean and standard deviation estimates generated from the relevant models with the indicated covariates. Samples for each model were generated from 3 MCMC chains run for 20,000 iterations. N = 13,527. 6 generalizes Model 2 by including random intercepts for each legislator in both components of the model. The effective number of parameters in Model 3 is 1394, much higher than that of Model 2 but lower than the number of parameters that would be necessary for a fixed effects model. While this represents a significant increase in model complexity, the DIC for parameters. This result provides overwhelming evidence that Model 3 is a better fit for the data.
Substantively, the incorporation of random effects into the negative binomial hurdle model reveals that the effect of electoral vulnerability is much larger than was estimated in Model 2 and is increasing over time. The estimate for the dispersion parameter suggests much less overdispersion within MPs, while the variance estimates for the random effects implies considerable unobserved heterogeneity across MPs, all of which was absorbed by the dispersion parameter in Models 1 and 2. Finally, the standard errors on the variables measuring time-invariant characteristics, notably party affiliation, are much larger once the dependence between observations from each MP is taken into account.
In sum, the comparison of these models illustrates the necessity to take repeated observations into account when modeling count data with excess zeros. Doing so both produces a better overall fit to the data and, more importantly, has the potential to change the substantive inferences resulting from the model.
